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Foreword

The Tunnelling and Underground Construction Society (Singapore), TUCSS, was formed in 1998, to provide a forum for the discussion of topics relevant to tunnelling and underground construction. The formation of the society coincided with, and was largely a result of, the start of a number of major underground projects in Singapore. These projects included the North East and Changi Airport Lines for the Mass Rapid Transit System and the Deep Tunnel Sewerage System. Since 1998 a number of further major projects have been announced. These include the Marina Line (transit), the Kallang Expressway (road) and cable tunnels (power).

The society organises regular monthly meetings, and occasional workshops, to encourage the sharing of experience about tunnelling and underground construction.

This conference, the International Conference on Tunnels and Underground Structures, ICTUS2000, is another major step in the Society's efforts to provide a forum for the exchange of experience. The conference is built out of three main elements. The first element involves the documentation of the experience gained during the planning, design and construction of recent projects in Singapore. The second element relates to work in South, Southeast and East Asia, and involves both recent experience and an overview of recent and planned major projects. The third element is the international element. This includes well known keynote speakers, who will share their great experience and knowledge, and offer speakers from 24 countries worldwide.

The conference is supported by the International Tunnelling Association, of which the society is an affiliated member, and the Land Transport Authority of Singapore. The organising committee wishes to take this opportunity to thank them for their support.

The organisation and success of the conference is due to mainly the efforts of many individuals, including the authors, keynote speakers, plenary and technical session speakers, and conference chairpersons. The Organising Committee wishes to thank all the organisations and individuals for their contributions to the society and the conference.
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1 Keynote papers
ABSTRACT: The use of underground space is winning more and more importance all over the world. This development is justified by the proven positive impact of subsurface construction especially to densely built-up areas. ITA - the International Tunnelling Association - is supporting those activities as one of the key tools for getting our cities more worthwhile to live in as well as more loveable and to form the social and hygienic basis for the increasing number of megalopolises.

1 SIGNIFICANCE OF SUBSURFACE CONSTRUCTION

Generally speaking, we experience our cities from the surface. We can find our way around here, can recall certain groups of buildings and are thus aware at any time just where we are. In cities with which we are unfamiliar, we can obtain decisive initial impressions when encountering it for the first time and compare and evaluate the character of the place we are visiting with towns we have got to know before. This normal pattern of behaviour also explains why so many of our fellow human beings prefer transportation systems which are on the surface.

Most inhabitants of a city as well as its visitors are far more familiar with the structure above ground than the multifareous infrastructure below the surface of the earth. Supply lines for gas, water, electricity, telecommunications and distance heating are located here along with a diversified network of disposal lines (Fig. 1). In large cities, there are also transport tunnels for rail commuter traffic, long-distance trains, motor vehicles and pedestrians. In many cases, this subsurface urban landscape is rounded off in built-up areas by private transport tunnels, underground garages, with as many as four or five storeys in the case of large administrative buildings, subterranean shopping malls and storage rooms, covered watercourses and many other special facilities.

Should local conditions demand and facilitate this, even production halls, offices, sports facilities and churches are set up underground. In this connection, especially impressive examples are to be found in North America, Japan and Scandinavia.

Our modern cities are almost incapable of sustaining themselves without this subsurface infrastructure, which is not identifiable at first glance. This very soon becomes evident when the chaotic conditions prevailing in some cases in the multimillion cities on the African, Asian and South American continents are taken into consideration. This does not simply apply to the hopelessly congested streets in the downtown areas. If anything, it is shown here too that a subsurface infrastructure represents an important prerequisite for public health right up to banishing the danger of disease. Even during the 1990s, this has been clearly underlined through examples of cholera and plague epidemics in parts of Central and South America as well as on the Indian sub-continent.
The overriding significance of an inner urban subsurface infrastructure in order to create decent conditions in the major built-up areas was once again emphasised not all that long ago at the United Nations HABITAT-II Conference in Istanbul, Turkey, in June 1996. More than 15,000 delegates from all over the world mulled over and discussed the prerequisites for humane living conditions in human settlements taking the varying climatic, topographical and cultural marginal conditions in different regions of the globe into account.

Apart from the built-up areas themselves, the utilisation of underground space is experiencing high and ever increasing significance in less densely populated regions. Attractive and fast transport links between industrial centres call for high-performance transport arteries for the economic, speedy and unhampered carriage of people and goods. Important impulses for the economic power of a region or nation are provided by transport development and links. As a consequence, tunnels for roads and railways are being built or planned to a great degree for crossing mountain ranges, rivers and straits.

Let us briefly mention at this point that apart from the use of underground space for civil purposes, there is in some cases, exploitation world-wide for all kinds of military facilities. The construction and maintenance of these facilities possess a not inconsiderable economic importance.

There is no doubt that the construction of transport tunnels and subsurface construction in general has reached a high standard in many countries. In more than 100 cities with populations in excess of 500,000, metros, urban railways or rapid transport systems travelling beneath the surface in inner urban areas have been built or further developed during the last 30 to 40 years. In Europe, Berlin, Budapest, Hamburg, London and Paris are numbered among the first cities starting with such modern rail commuter systems at the end of 19th, beginning of 20th century.

In conjunction with building tunnels for long-distance road and rail links, in Europe, first and foremost, the efforts which started in the early 1980s to develop high-speed rail traffic deserve mention (Fig. 2). A number of these new lines possess a very high proportion of tunnels between say 30 and 40 per cent with overall section lengths of 100 to 350 km. Basically, the situation world-wide is similar as e.g. in Japan, or plans drawn up in Taiwan, South Korea as well as other countries.
In summing up, it can be established that currently there are a number of countries which are extremely active in tunnelling (Fig. 3). In Germany for instance, contracts were awarded for roughly 25 km of transport tunnels annually on average during the last ten years, which were then completed following a commensurate length of time. 10 to 12 km of this total is accounted for by metro, urban and rapid transit system tunnels, some 5 km by long-distance rail tunnels and around 10 km by road tunnels. For the years to come, an increase especially with respect to long-distance rail tunnels can be anticipated. Mining has not been included in this study.

Currently, the overall length of operational transport tunnels in Germany alone can be accepted to amount to roughly 1,200 km. Throughout Europe, the figure is well in excess of 10,000 km, in other words, more than from Lisbon to Moscow and back! The situation elsewhere in the world, for instance in North America or in South-East Asia is similar.
"Till the earth and subdue it!" This biblical saying from the First Book of Moses (Genesis), Chapter 1, Verse 28 calls for a high degree of responsibility not only vis-a-vis one's fellow human beings but also with regard to dealing with nature and the world around us in a responsible fashion. Tunnelling and underground construction in general can afford a considerable contribution in this respect. Many examples from all over the world have been able to underline this, particularly over the past years. Thus the financial efforts which have gone on in Europe, North America and Japan for some three to four decades now in conjunction with constructing metros, the relocating of especially busy roads in inner urban areas at greater depths, the conversion of railway lines into high-speed routes, and finally the expansion or renovation of many main collectors for sewage in the core areas of major cities have considerably enhanced their vitality and their acceptance by the citizen.

As outstanding recent examples in this connection, let us mention: the subterranean shopping centres in Toronto and Montreal, the Washington and San Francisco metro systems as well as those in Seoul, Beijing and Shanghai, expansion of the rail networks in Berlin, London, Paris and Tokyo. At present, enormous efforts are being undertaken in the densely populated cities of Asia, Africa and Latin America aimed at establishing properly functioning sewage disposal systems. Examples of this are New Delhi, Calcutta, Cairo, Mexico City and Sao Paulo.

Apart from the direct positive effects for coming to grips with traffic flows, tunnels also generally have considerable effects with regard to reducing loads on the environment caused by traffic. This immediately becomes evident in downtown areas with underground rail systems, in which extensive pedestrian zones could be set up on the surface (Fig. 4). Indeed, the effects are so far-reaching that complete regions have been freed from the loads imposed by road traffic. This is for example, an important objective also for the major arteries crossing through the Alps, by means of which in Austria and in Switzerland, through lorry traffic between central and southern Europe is to be transferred to rail.

In conjunction with the construction of tunnels on new long-distance connections for road and rail, protection of landscape and environment has gained special and ever increasing significance. Engineers are called on to pull out all the stops here. For the ICE new route between Frankfurt and Cologne for instance, some 33 hectares of woodland had to be destroyed in the Greater Frankfurt area; however, in order to compensate for this, the Deutsche Bahn AG planted 142,500 new trees on a similarly large area. This represents one of the largest compensatory projects ever undertaken in the German federal state of Hessen and at the same time is the biggest reforestation undertaking in this region for centuries. Alongside such highly positive effects, unfortunately, mistakes are also made. Thus it should not happen - as it did in Europe recently - that in conjunction with the constructing of a two tube rail tunnel several km in length that grouting materials were used for closing the fissures in the rock, which to a large degree
contaminated surrounding springs and brooks. As a consequence, cattle grazing there died of poisoning when they used their customary watering places. The population of that area had to be supplied with drinking water transported there in tanks for months on end. In another case, a number of lakes above a tunnel route discharged into the tunnel tube that had been headed because fissures were either closed insufficiently or too late. These examples reveal the balancing act between what is strived for and what is actually achieved that is encountered in some places. Also as far as tunnelling is concerned, in the end, you must depend on the individual and the care he takes in planning and executing a project.

3 ITA - INTERNATIONAL TUNNELLING ASSOCIATION

In all the cases put forward as examples, tunnelling has decisively contributed to enhancing the quality of life in urban centres. This is also numbered among the declared aims of the ITA - International Tunnelling Association. This international tunnelling organisation currently has about 50 members throughout the world. It is not simply made up of industrial nations, many developing countries also belong to it, for which the advantages of subsurface construction are also evident: As far as these countries are concerned, however, the construction of supply and disposal lines below the surface initially create the most urgent prerequisites for a decent life in these multimillion cities which are concentrated in constricted areas, free of the danger of disease and social tensions. First, once these basic needs have been fulfilled, will it be possible that in the long run the improved and extended exploitation of subsurface space will come to terms with the immense traffic problems besetting the built-up areas of Asia and Latin America.

In order to promote the utilisation of subsurface space to the advantage of the populations of the developing countries as well, the ITA is co-operating closely with the United Nations and its sub-organisations. This, first and foremost, applies to the field of activities of the UNCHS - United Nations Centre for Human Settlements. In internationally composed working groups, the ITA provides experts from its member countries as well as from other interested countries, the opportunity for a comprehensive exchange of experience. The individual working groups are engaged in the following activities: Issues relating to subsurface construction management planning, direct and indirect advantages of subsurface construction, health and safety in tunnelling, mechanised tunnelling, the application of shotcrete, underwater tunnels, long tunnels at major depths, maintenance and repair of subterranean structures, tunnelling and the environment, contractual procedures for subsurface construction as well as research and development.

4 CONSTRUCTION METHODS - SAFETY ASPECTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The geology and topography which are encountered decisively influence the construction methods chosen to build a tunnel. In this connection, we have to distinguish between tunnelling in soft ground and in solid rock.

For soft ground tunnelling, there are typical methods which are applied. These include all kinds of variants of cut-and-cover construction methods (Fig. 5), shotcreting in combination with additional supporting measures geared to improve the bearing capabilities in the surrounding ground as well as mechanised, shield-supported tunnelling. In such cases, the ground is removed by excavators, in special cases, possibly by means of roadheaders, whereas tunnel boring machines are generally applied in the event of a shield-supported heading. The latest most spectacular examples for the application of shield-supported tunnel boring machines are the drives for the Trans Tokyo Bay Tunnel in Japan as well as the 4th Elbe Tunnel Tube in Hamburg. The last-mentioned project is being headed over a distance of 2.6 km with the biggest shield diameter ever used amounting to 14.2 m (Fig. 6).

Tunnels in solid rock are usually driven as drill + blast projects making use of the shotcreting method. For long-distance links, the cross-sections amount to maximum excavated areas of 100 to 150 m². The heading is undertaken in a number of sections depending on the strengths of the rock encountered, should the conditions be especially tricky, then divided up into several wall, roof and base tunnels (Fig. 3). However, mechanised tunnelling with boring machines is being increasingly applied for tunnels through rock as well. Alongside high rates of advance, it, above all, caters for improved safety for the tunnelling crews.
An important aspect in the construction of transport tunnels is ensuring that they function properly. Alongside the technical installations which are required and optimised routing and alignment, these, above all, include adequate sealing. Various methods are necessary to achieve this goal depending on the construction method applied. With regard to inner urban tunnels, watertight concrete in conjunction with joint strips and joint plates is mainly utilised. In the case of shield-driven tunnels, the joints between the prefabricated reinforced concrete elements are sealed by means of special elastomer profiles. Underground tunnels which are not shield-driven for commuter and long-distance links are, by and large, provided with membrane seals on the basis of plastic sealing materials (Fig. 7). These are created in the form of so-called umbrella seals if they are only required to ward off seepage water. On the other hand, if groundwater has to be contended with, then the membrane seal must completely encase the tunnel cross-section (Fig. 8). During the last 20 to 30 years, the processing technology for such membrane seals has achieved a high standard of development.

It goes without saying that underground construction measures pose high demands on technological experience as well as call for a highly responsible approach. Considerable differences exist in this respect compared with building activities on the surface. The geologists, geotechnicians and engineers, involved in planning and execution, must on no account succumb to the temptation of constantly further extending the limits of what is possible or supposedly possible. Over-assessment of one's own capabilities, cost and time pressure can then easily lead to setbacks. Such experiences have been made repeatedly of late. In this conjunction, let us recall the tragic tunnel cave-in in Munich as a result of which an articulated bus fell into the ensuing crater as well as the major earth collapses at London's Heathrow Airport or during the building of the Sao Paulo metro in Brazil.

Against this background, tunnellers must recognise their limits well in time and keep their sights trained on the high degree of responsibility they bear for the crews working underground as well as for the residents and road-users above the tunnel route. Accidents, such as those that
were mentioned, can all too easily result in tunnelling, which from its very nature represents an effective and beneficial tool designed to improve traffic and living conditions in our cities, receiving a bad reputation. Such a state of affairs can occur very rapidly even if no tunnelling accidents worth mentioning have taken place for years or decades on end. The main task of the ITA as well as the national tunnelling associations in the years ahead will thus be directed at - in addition to technical improvements - bettering the image of subsurface construction for the general public and consolidating confidence in tunnelling techniques and their application.

Fig. 6: Mounting the TBM for the 4th Elbe Tunnel Tube in Hamburg, Germany with an outside diameter of 14.2 m

5 FUTURE PROSPECTS OF TUNNELLING

At the beginning of the third millennium there are many questions: What should and can we expect from politics, economics, social development, growth of population, nutrition, technological inventions for our daily life, impacts of the fast developing electronic and telecommunication world and, last but not least, concerning the mode of our mobility? Will we still use conventional railways, subways, and roads - all these traffic routes with tunnels and bridges to cover the distance between home and office in our cities? Will we, at the end, still have to leave home for our work, for shopping, for administrative necessities - or will we manage all these things using our PC? Will we undertake our weekend tours and holiday trips by using tunnels all the way between the cities and the recreation areas in super-fast containers rushing through vacuum conditions to reduce air friction and air resistance? Progressive ideas in that direction already exist in form of the plans the Swiss Metro or the pipe mailing via compressed air. Or
will those vehicles be floating in fast running liquid or magnetic currents where the transport units do not touch any supporting structure like these old fashioned rails or asphalt roads (Fig. 9)?

Fig. 7: Installing a membrane seal on the basis of plastic material

a) umbrella system

b) full round system

Fig. 8: Principle of a membrane seal as protection against
a) seapage water (umbrella system)
b) groundwater (full round system)
Can we expect tunnelling or underground activities in general for living, storage, transport means or waste disposal on the moon or even on other planets close to our globe? Could it be necessary to plan these subsurface facilities in principle and from the very beginning to avoid spoiling those neighboured planets and to conserve their nature and original environment? And will we use ultramodern excavation technologies applying rocket engines (Fig. 10) to melt the rock masses along the planned alignment producing in the same step the clearance as well as the lining by vitrifying the surrounding rock material?

Leaving those science fiction dreams and turning again to the earth, we surely have to concentrate more systematically on a design for our traffic tunnels involving safety aspects from the very beginning. This concerns the geometry of the tunnel as well as its emergency installations.
In addition we can expect more automatically controlled car driving on our roads. Sensors will warn the drivers and eliminate risky short distances to other cars or to the tunnel walls. This could also ensure sufficient distance between cars, lorries and trucks themselves in case of a traffic jam inside a tunnel. Stopping bumper-to-bumper as usual nowadays outside as well as inside a tunnel extended the risk in the Mont Blanc Tunnel and the Tauern Tunnel during the two recent catastrophic fire accidents. Normal driving behaviour made it easier for the fire to spread from one vehicle to the next and thus contributed to the horrifying outcome. In the near future advanced guidance systems will warn the driver long before he enters a tunnel or a specific road section and recommend alternative routes as soon as an accident occurs in that section or a major traffic jam builds up.

Long distance train systems will become faster and need more and more tunnels. Their speed will increase to 300 to 350 km/h. In our cities, mass transit will be continuously automated and remotely controlled as it is already the case with the VAL-System or METEOR, both in France, the Dockland light railway in London, US or the PUTRA system in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Further development of people movers we know from some airports is already going in the same direction. Those systems will certainly spread to a greater extent into our urban centres, using underground ways in particular.

In general, the use of the underground in the form of covered and weather-protected shopping malls, cultural facilities, housing, offices, car parks or even underground walkways, possibly mechanised by the installation of conveyor belts like those occasionally encountered at airports will become more frequent. This is to save room for better urban landscape, more greenery in the cities and higher life quality on the surface with reduced pollution as regards noise, dust, fumes etc.

The growing trend for tunnelling and the multi-purpose use of the underground can be observed world wide. In all continents, the numbers and lengths of tunnels are increasing. Taking Europe as an example, there are more than 10,000 km of traffic tunnels in operation and many tunnels under construction at present. In Germany alone, the average annual production rate during the last 10 years has been 12 km for subways, 5 km for railways and 11 km for roads. Similar situations are to be found in other parts of the world like in South East Asia especially in Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore as well as in North and Latin American.

Concerning tunnelling technology we certainly have also to expect a continuing development. Starting with small diameter tunnels, trenchless technologies for the construction of service and disposal lines will without any doubt gain more and more importance (Fig. 12). This will be a significant contribution to the protection of our environment. Additionally, these technologies contribute to the saving and conserving of historical city architecture as well as to the reduction of the disturbances usually connected with cut-and-cover methods in this field unavoidably combined with all the negative impacts for local residents and for surface traffic. Finally, trenchless technologies improve the situation concerning the city landscape in general, if for example public parks or central places or even large or historical building complexes have to be passed under.

For transport tunnels with their larger cross-sections the methodologies also will undoubtedly improve during the years and decades ahead. The tendency to ever increasing cross sections will continue (Fig. 13). Especially the mechanisation of tunnelling will progress. Certainly the diameter of 14.2 m for TBM cutter wheels like for the 4th tube of the River Elbe Tunnel in Hamburg (Germany, Fig. 6) currently under construction will not stay as the final bench mark. Plans in Japan and Germany are ranging far ahead and extending the excavation diameter to somewhere between 15 and 16 m as a next step. The highly sophisticated pre-running ground investigation methodologies over a distance of 30 to 50 m ahead of the face will be improved and become more and more generally applied. Furthermore, robotics will progress significantly during the next decades both in the field of tunnel excavation as well as placing the tunnel lining. In the field of conventional tunnelling we surely have not reached the final stage of development. So, more sensitive explosives and ignition methods will be developed to save to a greater extent the environment and to produce less impact on adjacent rock parties. All those developments will certainly contribute to safer tunnelling, better occupational health conditions for the working crews, less effect on to the surface and generally to reduced risks during the construction phase underground as well as above ground.

Another field in tunnelling will also gain more and more importance: the linking of neighboured countries and even continents. Thus the countries in the region of the Alps, Austria, France, Italy and Switzerland are very soon going to excavate mega-tunnels with lengths between 50 km and 60 km like the Gotthard, the Lütschberg, the Brenner and the Mont Cenis base tunnels. The huge projects of strait crossings between Europe and Africa via the Gibraltar Tunnel or Asia and North America via the Behring Strait Tunnel etc. are no longer purely technical phantasies of crazy engineers, but in principle feasible projects.

6 SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS

Cities which are capable of functioning both in social and hygienic terms form the prerequisite for a decent life in built-up areas. This also necessitates the utilisation of underground space to an ever increasing extent. The optimised translation of systematic underground development planning in our cities is only possible through applying the means presented by modern tunnel and line construction.
All in all, it can thus be determined that subsurface construction has lost none of its topicality world-wide, indeed it is actually gaining in significance. In economic terms, it represents a growth branch of industry, which is orientated to the future.

In order to avoid possible misunderstandings, it must be clearly stated at this point that we are not concerned with building tunnels at all cost. However, there is no real alternative to constructing tunnel in most cases when it comes to traffic links and the safe use of congested areas in large cities. This is impressively reflected by the extremely positive examples of a large number of downtown areas in European, Asian and North and Latin American built-up areas. However, it is not at all essential to set up straddling rapid transport systems underground in medium-size cities. Instead considerable improvements can already be achieved by ensuring that public transportation is operated underground along central lines in the core of a city only.

In a nutshell, it can thus be said that the development of core areas in many big cities through the routing of public commuter traffic as well as important road links via underground facilities clearly reflects the positive effects of subsurface construction. ITA working groups, which examined such issues on an international basis, have been able to compile numerous examples of this. In a well considered fashion and taking cost-benefit aspects into account, these opportunities should therefore also be exploited free of ideologies in future so that our cities become more worthwhile to live in and more loveable.

Often tunnels represent the sole alternative for crossing mountain ranges and waterways if large-scale transport links have to be established. In many cases, cross-border projects are at stake. As a consequence, effective co-operation on a political level as well is thus of decisive importance.
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